
s we reported in our review last month,
Reason 2 introduces two all-new devices.
Malström is probably the most confusing of

these, so this month, we’ll give you a full rundown of
what each of its functions does, demonstrate how
to operate the internal routing effectively, and show
you one or two other tricks that are possible with
Malström’s ‘Graintable’ synthesis method of sound
sculpting. Next month, we’ll give you plenty of
practical examples of how to use the synth.
But first, an explanation. Malström incorporates two
primary synthesis methods: wavetable and granular.
Most of you may be familiar with wavetable synths –
these simply play back sampled waveforms as a basis
for their synthesis engine. With granular synths, a
waveform is chopped up into a varying number of
grains, ranging from 5 to 100ms long. Splicing these
grains back-to-back generates the original

waveform, but because each grain has its own
referenced starting point, the ‘play head’ can hop
about between the grains, forming ever more
complicated and rich waveforms. What’s more,
individual grains can be resampled at any time,
meaning that you can independently alter the
speed, formant and pitch of the waveform.
Malström brings us a hybrid of these technologies by
providing sampled wavetables that have been
chopped up into grains. There are 81 waveforms per
oscillator, and these go to make up your primary
sound generators. You can then apply the usual
principles of tone and amplitude shaping, as with
subtractive synthesis. From these ‘Graintables’, rich,
harmonic waveforms can be created and modulated
in real time, generating some weird and wonderful
tones that no subtractive, granular or wavetable
synth is currently capable of...
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PART 12

WHIPPING UP A ’STRÖM

A
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On the CD
Bliss has been kind
enough to provide a set
of Malström patches to
show you just what this
beast is capable of!
Check them out in the
Tutorials folder

CCDD

Reason 2’s Malström synth is undoubtedly an impressive unit,
but it’s not particularly easy to just pick up and play. It’s a good
job we’re about to show you how it works, then, isn’t it?
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First things first: create a Malström or initialise the
patch if you have one open already. For the time

being, strip the sound back to just the first oscillator by
switching off both the filters and both the modulators.

1

Each Graintable has a predefined Motion Pattern and
playback speed. The speed is controlled by the

Motion knob. Twist this and the Graintable will play back
faster or slower without affecting the pitch. The pitch is
controlled by the Octave, Semi and Cent knobs.

4

OK, now we’ll get on to the modulators. These are
essentially LFOs that can be used to modulate either

the oscillators or the filters. Mod A is used to modulate
the oscillator; Mod B can modulate either the oscillators
or the filter.

7

To get a grasp of the oscillators, let’s load in a
sample-based Graintable. Load up Wind:Trumpet

and press a key on your keyboard. This is a small major
trumpet riff – up then down again. By moving the index
slider, you can change the start position of the Graintable.

2

Finally, we have the Shift knob, which actually
controls the formant. Have a look at the manual for a

detailed description, but for now, turn it up and listen to
how it affects the timbre of the sound (again, without
affecting the pitch or speed). Select the Acid Bass
waveform in Osc A.

5

The switch to the right routes the modulation to
either or both oscillators. Twist the blue knobs to

determine the degree of modulation applied to each
function. By pressing the Sync button, the rate of the
modulation is fixed to the tempo of the song.

8

If you slide the index all the way to the right, you’ll
notice that the loop will start at the high note and

work down. This happens because the loop actually only
plays up the scale and is then played backwards. This is
called a Motion Pattern.

3

Each Oscillator also has it own independent amplifier
envelope: Attack, Decay, Sustain and Release. These

operate pre-filter and are completely independent, so
when using two oscillators, you can overlap different
envelopes to create bizarre sounds...

6

Alternatively, just use the Rate knob to determine
the speed of the oscillation. Mod B can be used to

affect the volume of each oscillator or even the
modulation amount of Mod A. Finally, the One-shot
mode acts just like a fixed envelope and will retrigger
each time a note is played.

9

Malström: Graintable synthesis in action
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Switch Filter A back on and have a play. We have the
typical low-pass and band-pass, as well as two types

of comb filter: + and -. Have a look in the manual to see
the difference between the comb filters, and have a play
about. Finally, we have the mysterious AM mode...

50
IN PART 13 NEXT MONTH:

PRACTICAL HARDCORE MALSTRÖM!

REASON 2 TUTORIAL

The buttons to the right of the oscillators route the
output to the filters. Start by switching Filter A on.

Twist the knobs. Nothing happens, right? This is because
a signal must pass through the Shaper before it hits Filter
A. Switch the Shaper on.

10

OK. The two buttons to the right of Osc B allow you
to route the output of Osc A and B to Filter B before

returning it to the Shaper and on to Filter A. This means
you can filter and shape the output of both oscillators in
parallel. Don’t worry: we’ll show you some practical uses
for this next month.

Still nothing? We need to route the output of one of
the oscillators to the Shaper. Press the small button

to the right of Oscillator A. That’s better! Let’s figure out
the Shaper, then. Switch Filter A off so we isolate the
effect of the shaper...

11

The AM mode is essentially a ring modulator –
multiplying the signal by a sine wave produced by

the filter. In this case, the Resonance knob changes
function and controls the mix between the clean and the
modulated signal.

14

Flip the Malström around and you’ll notice an audio
input for both filters. This creates an extra filter that

follows the filter envelope. It can be used to route any audio
input from any other device and apply the same filter
envelope, triggering each time a Malström note is played.

What this essentially does is add gentle distortion to
the waveform – thus creating increased character and

harmonics – or squash the sound to produce a low-fi
bitcrusher effect. Try out the different modes.

12

You can also activate keyboard tracking, in which
case, the filter frequency will be modulated

according to the keys you play, or will affect the filter via
the envelope generator, which will trigger each time a key
is pressed. Got that?

15

16
17 We can also use this to chain effects into the

Malström’s own signal path by using the oscillator
outputs. This can create some weird and wonderful
sounds. Try routing the signal through a delay and a
chorus before applying filtering.

Malström: Graintable synthesis in action
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